This website is requesting the following information about your location:

- Website: fireeagle.yahoo.net
- Information: Exact location

Would you like to allow or deny this request?

- Remember my selection for future requests from this domain

Manage Sites
Allow
Deny

Fire Eagle last spotted you about 5 hours ago in San Francisco, CA using Dopplr. If you've gone somewhere else, then you should update your location!

Not in San Francisco, CA? Then where on Earth are you?
You can try anything from your street address to your ZIP code, neighborhood, or the name of your town

Pinpoint me!

Update your location using your Loki toolbar.

Last spotted somewhere in: San Francisco, CA
My Location:

Where Am I? | My Applications | My Privacy | My Alerts

Fire Eagle last spotted you less than a minute ago at 1730 Bayshore Hwy, Burlingame, CA using the Fire Eagle web site. If you've gone somewhere else, then you should update your location!

Not at 1730 Bayshore Hwy, Burlingame, CA? Then where on Earth are you?
You can try anything from your street address to your ZIP code, neighborhood, or the name of your town

Update your location using your Loki toolbar.
LocationAware's goal is to help drive the standardization of how a user's geolocation is exposed to a website through the browser
var geolocator = new navigator.GeolocationRequest();

geolocator.request(function(location) {
    alert(location.latitude + ',' + location.longitude);
});
var geolocator = new navigator.GeolocationRequest();

geolocator.request({
    success: function(location) { /* success */ },
    error: function(err){ /* error */ },
    ...
});
Prototype extension to explore geolocation in the browser. Available in June
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